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SANDY HOOK MAY BE DEADLY HOOK
by Sheila Ryan

LIBERATION News Service

NEW YORK (LNS) --Sandy Hook is near the

area where travelers speeding along the New

Jersey Turnpike roll up the windows to keep out

the stench of industrial wastes. The exhaust

fumes of trucks and cars rolling along from

one part of the eastern megalopolis to another

add to the stink, but it is the waste of chemical

furnaces and the tangle of piping and the

mammoth cylindrical tanks to store oil, the

jumble of railway tracks and catwalks to give

access to the industrial wasteland, which have

made that part of the earth inhospitable to all

living beasts, plants and men

Sandy Hook is a complex of piers jutting

out into the harbor, 15 miles or so from New

York City. Perhaps we f ll use it after the Revo-

lution to bring m occasional supplies to the

nearest prisons for the men who made the

wasteland under capitalism.

But now Sandy Hook has a grimmer purpose.

It is the loading facility for Earl Naval

Ammunition Depot- -the place where ships leave

for Vietnam with ammunition, and where, m the

past, nerve gas has been loaded onto ancient

Navy ships to be sunk a few hundred miles out

into the Atlantic,

After the revelation of plans to give the

Atlantic 27,000 tons of chemical warfare agents

the military no longer needed (new and im-

proved nerve gas, they say, had been developed)

Congressmen and Quinary people became alarmed.

So the Pentagon announced that the ner^/e gas

would be disposed of ”on location”, and not

transported across the country to Sandy Hook

That’s what they claimed But sailors on

board the Lexington say they saw a ’’real old Army

or Navy cargo ship-- like a Liberty ship sort

of- -but about 13 tons” apart from the area of

activity at Sandy Hook when the Lexington was

loading ammunition there last month. Civilian

workers, they say, told them that nerve gas had

been loaded onto the ship, which was waiting

for orders on disposing it

Apparently the Pentagon was in the middle

of one of the”future” disposal operations when

they made their announcement cancelling plans

The Pentagon denies, of course, that the

nerve gas is sitting in an old ship 15 miles

away from New York City. They told Liberation

News Service that the last shipment of nerve

gas through Sandy Hook was in August 1968. Maybe

they’re telling the truth. But it took them a

year to admit that VX nerve gas had killed 6400

sheep near the Dugway Proving Grounds in Utah.

And the military consistently denied ever having

conducted open air testing of biological weapons--

until a hearing before a Congressional Committee

in May 1969, when the Air Force presented a map,

published in July 1967, with a section of Utah

marked "Permanent Bio Contaminated Area.” And,

on July 18, after 25 persons were hospitalized

following a nerve gas accident on Okinawa, the

Wall Street Journal reported that, "At a late

hour last night, high Defense Department and

other Administration officials were debating what

to say about the matter or whether to say any-

thing at all.” They decided to acknowledge

what had happened, because the Okinawan govern-

ment already knew\

Last, year, however, when about 100 Okinawan

children became ill after swimming near the U S.

base, and were hospitalized with high fevers,

American authorities denied that leakage of

chemical agents caused the outbreak- -though it

seems nearly certain that they did.

There have been no "accidents” with the

nerve gas on that ship at Sandy Hook- -yet. But

the attempts of the military to dispose of Chem-

ical Biological Warfare (CBW) agents they no longer

needed have been marked by accidents. One reason

that there have been so many accidents may be

that there has been so much nerve gas produced.

Newport Chemical Plant near Terre Haute, Indiana,

where VX nerve gas is produced, operated round

the clock for at least three years from its

opening in late 1959 or carl> 1960. By 1962,

the Pentagon was spending at least $3.5 million

a year to produce nerve gas at Newport,

At the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, near Denver,

GB nerve gas was produced in the 1950's. Now

,
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the chemical agents are stored there, GB, and

very likely VX, is loaded into rockets for potent-

ial "delivery . " It is at this Arsenal where a ser-

ies of "accidents" have occurred in disposing of

nerve gas and waste products from its production.

Throughout the 1950's, farmers in the area of

the Rocky Mountain Arsenal complained that their

crops failed and cows died. They attributed

the losses to activities at the Arsenal, but lit-

tle public attention was focused on the problem

until the Congressman representing the area wrote

to the Secretary of Defense that, "Already farms

have been ruined, plant and animal life have been

destroyed, and the water supply serving more than

15,000 citizens is endangered."

In I960, the arsenal attempted to close the

issue by announcing plans to build a well, two and

a half miles underground, and pressure-in ject the

old nerve gas and waste products. By 1966, however

,

the operations stopped at the underground well.

Denver had experienced its first earthquake in 80

years, one month after the Rocky Mountain Arsenal

began pumping material into the underground well

in March, 1962. In the next five years, the area

experience 1,500 earthquakes. A "blue-ribbon fed-

eral investigatory panel" found that there was no

proof that the well had caused the earthquakes,

and that pumping could safely resume. The Colo-

rado School of Mines, however, said that the well

was to blame, and the Arsenal agreed to stop dis-

posing of its waste there.

The Arsenal has pumped wastes out of the well

and into a "sealed lake"--a surface lake with an

asphalt bottom to prevent seepage into the ground.

It is into this lake rather than into the At-

lantic Ocean that the Army now plans to put their

old nerve gas. No one can yet calculate what ca-

tastrophes will result* Several years ago, when

surface lakes were being used for disposal at the

Arsenal, 2,000 waterfowl were dying each year in

the immediate area after landing on the lakes and

drinking from them. Many times more that number

are assumed to have flown to nesting grounds and

died there.

Maybe only birds will die in Colorado. But no

one really knows.

Birds in New York City already have trouble

surviving, with air pollution at the current

level. Now, perhaps, people too are in grave dan-

ger, if that ship off Sandy Hook is really loaded

with nerve gas.

And nerve gas is not a pleasant way to die Acc-

ording to one researcher, this is what happens to

people in the minute or so after nerve gas hits

them:

The voluntary muscles go into a state of
vibration and then become paralyzed. With
the involuntary muscles, which power the

blood vessels and other internal organs,

the delicate balance of actuating and de-

actuating nervous stimulation is upset. The

pupils, bladder and alimentary canal con-

strict, the penis erects, the tear and saliva
glands secrete and the heart slows. The
cause of death is generally asphyxia fol-

lowing paralysis of the respiratory mus-
cles ."

-30-
*********************************************+**

MORE GUNS FOR SOUTH AFRICA

By Prensa Latina (LNS)

UNITED NATIONS (LNS)-- The special United Nat-

ions committee which is studying the apartheid po-

licy of the South African government, accused cer-

tain Western European countries of aiding South

Africa to develop her expanding military capa-

city.

The committee points out that in spite of the

resolutions of the Security Council on the embargo

of arms to South Africa, highly industrialized

countries continue to supply it with war equipment.

In a document circulated among member states

of the United Nations, the committee affirms that

South Africa has begun a five year plan of defense

expenditure calculated at one thousand 200 million

dollars. The plan is in effect until 1974.

The document explains that among the military

installations now being built or about to be built

is a submarine base in Simonstown and a drydock

for the servicing of submarines and ships.

The South African regime also hopes to purchase

a large number of supersonic and troop transport

airpl a .nes, as well as to build a radiocommunica-

tions network of worldwide range in Westlake,

The document states one of three submarines or-

dered by South Africa from France in 1967 was rec-

ently launched in Nantes.

The IJ.N committee also revealed that the South

Page 2 LIBERATION News Service (#182) July 51, 1969 more



African defense minister, P W. Botha, announced

that the preliminary tests of land-to-land missiles

manufactured in South AFrica were successful

and that the country had also done tests on an

air-to-air projectile.

These facts, the document concludes, are more

proof that South Africa is developing an armaments

industry "at a notable rate."

-30-
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PORTLAND MOVEMENT PUTS THE HEAT ON FRY

By Michael Wells

Liberation News Service

PORTLAND, OREGON (LNS)-- What started out as a

routine attempt to unionize a factory in this city

has become a rallying point for movement people

here.

The Lloyd A. Fry Roofing Company, a nationwide

manufacturer of roofing shingles, has been fighting

unionization for years. Last June, 100% of the

workers in the factory voted to have the Internat-

ional Chemical Workers Union (ICjVU) represent them

in bargaining with Fry, For almost a year, the bar-

gaining sessions went on fruitlessly.

Then, on April 9, 1969, Fry workers went out on

strike, demanding that Fry begin reasonable negot-

iations. Fry has used most of the tricks in the

book to break the strike. It has hired scabs at

higher wages than he is offering his regular wor-

kers (Top pay for Fry workers is $2,83 an hour.);

two men on the picket line have been run down by

scabs

.

Mr.. Fry is prepared to fight long and hard He

has 26 plants around the country (many m the

South where labor is even cheaper) and if Port-

land goes union it would be hard to stop the

others from following. Moreover, his business

colleagues in Portland have a keen interest in the

strike. In the past year, three strikes have been

broken here, so Fry, of course, isn't alone m
his battle to keep his "good thing".

His workers also have allies, however. During

the past two months longshoremen, students and

other political activists have joined the picket

lines, with the effect of making the lines larger

and slightly more militant Fry responded with a

restraining order to limit the number of pickets

Page 3 LI DERATION News Service

to two per company gate. There were also accus-

ations of an "SDS takeover," a theme played up

by the mass media.

But the people aren’t as gullible as their

rulers would like to believe. There is a growing

understanding between union people and student

activists At first, workers were suspicious of

their new allies, at least the bearded, long'

haired ones. But personal contact led to the dis-

covery of shared interests, and a lot of barriers

were broken down.

Other areas of co-operation are opening up

through the strike. The Black Panthers are spread-

ing the word m the Black community not to scab-

Some local conservation people have joined the

lines because Fry is also Portland's largest pol-

luter, with over 50 citations from the air poll-

ution authority. Fry has been found guilty many

times of pollution offenses, but under Oregon law

he doesn’t have to stop production while a case

is on appeal.

On July 23rd, more than 100 pickets answered

the call to "make Wednesday Fry -Day," Some scab

cars were turned around by picketers Others were

damaged slightly while driving through the crowd-

Four pickets were arrested on various charges, but

the police still refuse to arrest scabs who att-

empt and sometimes succeed at running down strikers.

Most of the action now has shifted to leaflet-

ing and picketing Sears Roebuck, Fry’s biggest

customer. Strike leaders felt that Fry's plant was

too isolated for picketing to get enough public

response, so the support groups are working for

a consumer boycott of Sears while the 1CWU con-

tinues picketing the plant.

The Fry strike is opening up the Portland labor

movement . Once an IWW stronghold, labor in the

Northwest has been enmeshed in complacent bureau-

cracy at least since the end of World War 11 If

the strike can be joined in workers’ minds to

things like air pollution and corporate profit-

eering, it's a step towards the understanding that

Fry and the capitalist system are screwing people

m their commun i t res as well as on the job

-30 -
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NARCS GET ZAPPED BY NARCS

WASHINGTON, D.C. (LNS)-- Every now and then,

the narcs are forced to come down on their own

kind. A Federal Grand Jury indicted three former

federal narcotics agents and two present agents

July 24, according to announcement by Attorney

General John N. Mitchell.

The five men were charged with perjury a-

rising from their testimony during the trial of

two persons charged with possessing and conceal-

ing heroin in Los Angeles.

These new indictments bring to 45 the num-

ber of narcotics agents who have resigned, been

fired or charged with crimes since the Bureau

of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs was formed in 1968

as a consolidation of former anti-drug units.

The five indicted men can boast 49 years of

narco experience among them. They could serve a

total of 128 years in jail among them, if convic-

ted and given maximum sentences.

-30-

*****************************+**********************

MOTOROLA AND YOUR LOCAL POLICE

CHICAGO ( FRED/ LNS) --Some folks put gaudy
MSupport Your Local Police” stickers on automobile

bumpers to show a ticket-prone cop that he's really

about to penalize a friend. But Motorola of Chicago

already has sufficient "clout” in Daley's town, so

how come the electronics manufacturer has put to-

gether a six-part advertising kit that lauds all

the nation's police?

The kit is available free to police forces,

newspapers and magazines around the contry, and it

is accompanied by an open letter to publishers that

sympathize s with the cops' problems, their high

turn-over, the physical and verbal abuse they suffer,

and their lousy pay

And how come Motorola doesn't sign its name

to the kit and the multi-media slop it contains?

Could Motorola have an. interest m increasing police

forces in America.

You bet: Motorola makes more than televisions

and stereos, makes, in fact, a wide ariay of two-way

radios, walkie-talkies, and other equipment designed

to make their cops' lives easier, to make Motorola

money.

************************ ****************** **** *

HIGH SCHOOL KIDS DIG GETTING TOGETHER

NEW YORK (LNS)-- High school students are

into the collective experience, according to a

recent survey made on Long Island. An overwhelm-

ing majority of both sexes (73%) said that they

prefer to spend an unexpected day off with a

group of friends. Typical responses: "Hacking

around with friends,” ,.. ."Anything would be fun,

with all my friends , "Friends

,

of course."

The other activities indicated by the young

people were sports, shopping, reading, listening

to music, and watching a movie.

Youth Report, which did the survey, reach-

ed this conclusion: "The idea of being a 'loner,'

once a romantic and poetic concept among youth,

apparently makes little appeal in our day. If

there is one notion youth has picked up, it is

that it is not good for man to be alone."

-30-

****************************************-w******

FORT LEWIS INVADED

SEATTLE, WASH, (LNS)-- Twenty-five demon-

strators launched an "invasion" of Fort Lewis,

Washington on July 31, announcing their intent-

ion to liberate the 40,000 soldiers at the base.

The non-violent demonstrators set sail in two

yellow rubber rafts, two canoes and six rented

skiffs

.

Seven of the demonstrators were detained by

authorities, given warnings and thrown off the

base. The invading forces wore khaki shirts and

held up peace signs, including the initials FTA.

The initials stand for "Fiee the Army," they told

reporters, though the soldiers presumably had a

different word for the letter "F" The invaders'

leaflet aaid, " You all know this invasion is a

joke, but your constitutional rights are not a

joke. The Constitution is supposed to apply in-

side the Army as well as outside."

Meanwhile, the number of soldiers shipped out

from Fort Lewis to Vietnam has increased 10-fold

_in_the past few weeks,
(>182) “July 31, 1 969m Page 4 LIBERATION News Service
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RADICAL MEDIA BUI. Mil IN BOARD NO 1 LOR PUBLICATION

From MIAMI FREE PRESS, INC (330; Grand

Ave
. , Coconut grove, I I a 53133)--

Everytlung looks hopeful, now Perhaps
they won’t bother to hassle us unymuie, but

m the beginning it was a real bastard
The first issue of the Miami I a-c P:a,-s

came out with a bang. The very fiisi day it

hit the streets the local genua., me 4 defended
an d dragged one of our n ew - i >o > s t o t h

e

stocks One would have thought ha« wt had

shown a front cover nudic of ^resident and

Thelma Nixon doing their thing for all or the

furor. No- it was merely a $300,00 bond
charge for the saie of obscene material con-

taining the usual tour, five, arid more letter

words used daily by the world citizenry.
Things cooled off for awhile* so sever-

al members of the staff went m front of the
Dade County Courthouse to sell the same edi-

tion. Baml Back to jail and back to the

judge.

Judge Harvey Reiseman was pretty fair

about the whole thing and dismissed the case

with a warning to us to watch our steps So

we watched them as we left the courtroom
and sold a few more papers to the newsmen wait-
ing for us outside

Unfortunately, for Asst City Attorney
Porter, who was behind this whole floor

stomping mess, we survived the harassment and

came back strong. He succeeded m procuring
state-wide coverage, increased u rcuiatj.cn,

and demands for T.V and radio appearances
for our publisher, Jerry Powers arid oui edi -

tor, Henry Aster
Despite ’nuisance' harrassment by Mr

Porter’s office in the form of traffic tick-
ets to the newsboys selling our paper on street

corners and a couple more busts ror sale of
’ lev/d and 1 as ci v i ous * ma t e 1

1

a i (all u f wh l ch

have been thrown out of court), and despite
bomb threats and a few irate phone calls;
we have managed to cement our purpose
against the methods ot Establishment prcce
dure and have increased the likelihood of

the Miami Free Press/ Daily Planet’s journa-

listic success We are digging it and more
power to you, LNS

t

From ALABAMA MO ILMEN') NEWS) E/1 !TR ip 0. Box

728, Oneonta, Ala 35 lei Phone. 205 -2/4-

5131 )--

SLAM SUMMER lNSTiTU'lL

The Southern Legal Action Movement ;s hold-

ing its first annual Slimmer Institute

August 24th to September 1 in Mon treat, N C

The Institute is to help lawyer- and i aw stu-

dents who expect to he doing movement legal

work m the south l he three inU;. m be

covered are: Military Law, Pol it i c < 1 1 Repres-

sion, and Poverty Law Lor lurthc: informa-

tion, contact : SLAM; P O . B->a if 5 ,
Un.vcr

sity, Ala 3348b
THE PRESS

It's he rc It's he re. it'- lie ia it's he. re

The Alabama Movement Press now has a 20-year-

old press which we are m the process of cleaning

and reconditioning. We expect to have it in

operation in a couple of weeks but we still nee

money to buy the necessary equipment to make our

own plates If you can afford a donation,

please send it As soon as the press is oper-

ating we will send out a sheet letting you

know about costs, layout, etc.

K - A A * *

from SCREW- -Support Communications for a

Revolutionary Europe and World, 46 Park Crescent

Brighton, Sussex, England: Movement people can

have a new copy of the new critical research

bibliography, with material from the U.S-,

Great Britain and Germany Please send a dol-

lar to cover postage and printing.
* * * * * *

A new underground paper has been bom in New

Haven, Conn. It’s called View from the Bottom,

and they’d appreciate receiving other papers in

exchange The address: 532 State St-, New

Haven, Conn

RADICAL EDUCATION PROJECT (REP) has left its

former home in Ann Arbor, Mich , to resettle

in nearby Detroit, the Motor City. REP’s inven-

tory of radical literature grows all the time 0

You should write for a free copy of their cur-

rent lit puce list: REP, Box 561-A,

Detroit, Mich 48232

* *- * + * *

From Dave Perry, THE SEARCHER, Wellesley, Mass e :

The Searcher is about as defunct as it’s going

to be, so please end our LNS subscription.

Financial hassles, getting people to work hassles,

as well as the fact that most of our staff is

either leaving our high school or infiltrat-

ing the power structure there, have all forced

us to just give up. If you could print that we’re

closed down, it’d help, ’cause I’m leaving and

a helluva lot of mail will just be sitting

around here [From LNS- - Dave means you should

go through your exchange address plates and

remove The Searcher J

* + -A * w A A

From THE PEACEMAKER (10208 Sylvan Ave
.
(Gano)

,

Cincinnati, Ohio 45241)

—

A group of young Anarchists in Minnesota

is planning to publish a series of pamphlets
written by Peter Kroptkm These pamphlets

describe various theoretical, tactical, and

constructive aspects of libertarian social-

i sin

Anyone who would like to receive these

pamphlets, free of charge, should send name,

address, and zip code to: Jim Cain, 323

fourth St ,
Cloquet, Minn 55270

BL.k VI ! 0\’~news service (
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From AMERICAN DESERTERS COMMITTEE (Box

3822 Station D, Vancouver, B.C.)--

Dear Brothers and Sisters,

Recently the LA Free Press [also LNS #176,

July 5] ran an article about us by Reese Erlich

explaining what was happening with deserters

in Vancouver and giving our address for inte-

rested servicemen (the article was in the

June 20 issue). Since that time we’ve been

swamped with letters from guys who are inte-

rested in splitting the military and guys who

are already AWOL and need information on how

to get to Canada. So while it is obvious that

an overwhelming number of servicemen are fed

up with the military (witness the statistics for

desertion and AWOL) it is also obvious that all

of us need to make a sustained and concerted
effort to see to it that every soldier and

sailor, airman and marine in the entire

fucking imperialist force has access to inform-

ation about Canada,
Since the response to Erlich’s article

was so good in the LA area, we realized that
GIs in every city need to know about an

organization in Canada which can help them once

they desert. And from the mail we’ve gotten
to date (see the end of this letter) it is

clear that many people don’t know who to get

in touch with even if they do want to leave

the military or have already done so. Since
so many GIs read the underground press, we

think that if an ad with our address and the

one of the ADC in Montreal were carried regu-

larly (in a prominent place) in each of the

underground papers, a lot of people who pre-

viously had not had reliable information
about immigration to Canada could find out about

it and not only help themselves but pass the

word along to friends.
Needless to say, we’re broke and couldn’t

pay, but the importance of this sort of thing
should offset monetary considerations, we
hope. Also, if you want more information
about us that wasn’t m Erlich’s article, let
us know and we'll give it to you- If you
write to us, we’ll send you a copy of the
pamphlet which we send to people who write,
and which is being distributed to GIs throughout
the country.

The ad wouldn't have to be very long--
just a line or two would be sufficient: something
like "Had it with the military/ Write to,..
American Deserter Committee 1227 Rue Wolfe,
Montreal 132, Quebec phone 521-4113; American
Deserters Committee, Box 3822, Station D, Van-
couver, B.C." And if you could, we would
very much appreciate your letting us know if
you can run the ad, so that we can know what
places our address is reaching.

The following is a fairly typical

letter which we received recently and shows

how desperate some of these guys can be if we

don’t help them

Dear Sirs,

I am a deserter. I won't tell you my name

right now, because I'm not so sure. I read

an article in the LA Free Press. I want

to go to Canada but I don’t know how to get there

or where to go once I get there. I’m fed up

with the whole thing. My wife divorced me be-

cause of the Marine Corps. That's really one of

the main reasons for me wanting to get to another

country

.

I’m low on cash. I have 3 bills left.

I’ll be at my peoples house for 10 days. Up

to July 5. I hope you can help me before then.

When that time is up, I’ll have no place to go.

I know you can help me. I believe in the

Free Press, They don't print lies. Need help

quick

.

A Marine in Trouble

LIBERATION, a mimeoed newsletter published

m Tallahassee, Fla.
,
has issued a desperate

plea for funds It only costs them $16 a

week to put out their publication e If you can

help, do it! The folks in Tallahassee would

also like to receive your paper on an exchange

basis: LIBERATION, c/o Praxis Bookshop, 317

N. Macomb St,, Tallahassee, Fla,

* * k

From Dave Cahill, THE SPECTATOR, P.0. Box 1216

Bloomington, Ind, 47401--

The fight over the Berkeley Barb, and a

similar struggle over Ramparts last winter, illus-

trates what happens when a publication is "owned"

by a single man

.

No one m his right mind would have expected

that Max Scherr’s Barb would have turned into the

monstrous profit-making thing that it has. So

nobody gave any thought to what would happen in

that event. Unfortunately, many people who call

themselves "leftists" will grab any money they

can when they have the opportunity. The only

way to prevent it is to give the paper a structure

that forbids taking profits, and to do so at a

time when those profits don’t exist That way no

one will object
I doubt that many papers are making money now,

but far too many that I have seen are under the

very informal control of a "strong man," who has

the impression, whether or not his staff share it,

that it is "his" paper He is the founder, chief

spark plug, et cetera, just as Scherr was in the

early years of the Barb.

The only structure that will prevent fighting

over the profits, when they come, is a non-profit,

non -stock corporation. These are legal in almost

every state, and are childishly simple to set up

because charities and church groups are their chief

users, and no one thought to make it difficult

for them However, these organizations can (at

least in Indiana) do anything that a profit-making

corporation can do, except be a bank, trust company,

or railroad (!)

,

The beauty of the set-up is

that no member of the corporation (which should

include all the staff, including "Mr, Strong Man")

can receive any surplus from it The members can,

of course, receive "reasonable" salaries. The

Spectator set up several firm operating principles

within this structure: (1) No one receives more

than a subsistence salary. (2) All decisions are

made by the full staff -- our paper "board of

directors" voted to always ratify what the staff
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decides. (3) Any operating surplus, abiwc and
beyond investment costs and reserves, is donated
to defense funds or other leftist causes. (T) The
operation of the paper is made as cheap as poss-
ible. Investment m Varit>pers ox Justowr iters
is rejected as an expensive frill. (S) The paper’s
price is set at 25<f, much higher than needed to
cover costs, so that the paper can serve as a pool
of money for the community, raised by a ’’tax'* on
that community which it pays as it buys the paper.

To set up such a corporation, just see your
nearest radical law student

END OF RADICAL MEDIA BULLETIN BOARD
+ A »*+* t f f T *»-« * 1- -r T f- * - . .V — ,

GI WOUNDS IN VIETNAM WORST EVER

LIBERATION News Service

range, an AK-47 can kill a bull moose," says

Dr William Demur h, a University of Pennsylvania

professor who has studied the wounding power of

rifles

These shells are causing massive

destruction of flesh, bone and nerves when they hit

One Cl provide* a good example. A few

months ago the 24-year-old soldier was stationed

in Vietnam One bullet went through his her met,

then his forehead and finally lodged at the back

of his skull

"The bull, let destroyed mod of hxs Drain," says

Dr Ludwig Kempe. a neurosurgeon who treated the

soldier at Walter Reed "He breathes, but he is

NEW YORK (.LNS) — One cf the grimmest as-

pects of the Vietnamese war is that many GI's are

returning with wounds far worse than those suffer-

ed in any previous war.

A recent flight into Kelly Air force Base

in Texas, for example, brought back a load of

young soldiers with bums over as much as 70% of

their bodies.. With months of care and plastic

surgery, some can return to a semblance of nor-

mal living. But for many the price of survival

will be to go through the rest of their lives

badly mutilated

"We're saving them, but I don't know for

what," one Army medical officer recently told a

Wall Street Journal reporter

Although there is an increase m the percen-

tage of soldiers who survive then wounds, the

Army Surgeon General's office says that it's too

early to make a "definitive" assessment of the

long-term effects of the more serious wounds.

High-powered rifles are one cause of these

more severe injuries Bullets tired from the

"burp guns" commonly used against the U.S. troops

in the Korean war traveled at about ],t>00 feet

per second, but bullets fired from the Soviet

AK-47 rifles being used against the U S. fortes

in Vietnam travel at about 2,40u ieec per second

Because a bullet's speed is important, in deter-

mining its wounding power, this increase often

makes the d:tferenoe between a minor wo.aid and

a devastating injury

"At 100 /m da, you can almost tat-'h the burp

gun sheLl ..‘th a pitcher’.' mitt, bm at the arnc

l ft!: RATION NT

and will remain totally unconscious -- he will

never even know he's here "

Bigger rockets are another factor in the in-

creasing severity of injuries. in Korea, bazookas

were used against U S . troops, but m Vietnam

much larger 122mm and 240mm. rockets are being

used. Comparing the bazooks with the larger

weapons "is like comparing a firecracker with a

stick of dynamite," an Army officer told the

Journal reporter

One soldier recently hit by a rocket blast

had his lower right arm blown off
;
was hit by 33

fragments in his other arm, m his chest and

abdomen and m both legs, and was burned over 60%

ot his body Men burned over a large portion of

then bodies seldom survived m former wars. This

was not usually a result of the bum itself but of

the onset of lethal bacteria known as pseudomonas e

Thanks to such wonder drugs as Sulfamyion, however,

the number of deaths a* a result of this infection

is greatly reduced

But no drug has yet re.duced the mutilation

of someone who has survived extensive burn wounds.

Alter being flown to Kelly Air Force Base, men

are transported to the Army's burn unit, which is

at near by Brooke Army Hospital in San Antonio

One patient now in the burn unit is Peter, a

2 0- year -old Army private When he was injured

in Ma f c h , Pc L e r wa s in a She r i dan tank, wo iking

as a i Glide r tor the main gun

"Wc ;\t re mov ing through a rubber plantation

one afternoon when wc were attacked by mortals,

l ocke t
-p l ope 1 1 cd grenades and machine guns," he
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says "Our tank began firing, and the main gun

jammed. Then a rocket -prope 1 led grenade hit us,

and there was a big fire."

Peter tried to claw his way out of the in-

tense heat of the tank fire, "but the hatch was

so hard to open," he says By the time he got

out, all of Peter's fingers had been burned off.

He also suffered severe bums on his arms, face,

chest and neck

.

The open nature of the war being fought in

Vietnam also contributes to the gravity of the

wounds. In both Korea and World War II, much

of the fighting was done from the protection of

trenches and bunkers In Vietnam, soldiers are

often completely exposed, particularly during

search and destroy missions Thus, fragments from

a mortar shell may lodge in many parts of the body

instead of just one limb.

The Army says the category of "many multiple

wounds in which there was no single predominant

location" includes 20% of patients in Vietnam,

compared with only 2% in Korea and 3% in World

War II.

A soldier who keeps a wounded limb may face

a difficult future Although doctors know more

about how to repair damaged blood vessels (which

means fewer amputations are necessary), a high-

powered rifle bullet may also destroy neives

It is far more difficult to repair a nerve and

often impossible to restore the full function of

certain nerves. Science now allows the wounded

man to keep his arm, though it may well dangle

uselessly at his side for the rest of his life

There have been improvements m both skin

grafting and plastic surgery techniques But

no one can restore a badly burned victim to any-

thing resembling his former appearance

One 34-year-old pilot was burned when his

plane crashed on take-off from a Vietnamese air-

field He has since undergone 17 plastic

surgery operations But the fire badiy burned

his face, burned off most of this hair and burned

off most of his ears, and doctors say that even

with the best medical techniques, he will never

look the same.

LIB!; KA i i ON X o w 3e r v * c c* ( 1 8 2 )

"I have to tell them that I can't restore

their original looks," says a doctor who

specializes in the field.

"1 say, ’Son, I'm only a surgeon, and when

I do scar revisions, I only trade one scar for

another . '

"

-30-
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[comment scrawled on the original copy by someone

in the LNS office: "Jesus -- think what the NLF

must look like with all our sophisticated hardware!]

Tom Mboya: Post Mortem Continues

by Africa Research Group

LIBERATION News Service

The Kenyan police have picked up a Kikuyu

suspect and charged him with the murder of Tom

Mboya, Kenya's late pro-western Minister.

Kenya's Vice President Daniel Moi, a right-

wing enemy of Mboya, sought to blame the left,

charging that "international communism was respon-

sible " But that won't wash.

One member of Tanzanian Intelligence charged on

British TV that the South Africans were involved

.

It now appears that the CIA had also been

tipped off about the killing in advance by none

other than Mboya himself, The N.Y. Times reported

that when he was last in New York some months ago,

ostensibly for a UN meeting, he told three close

"personal friends" that he feared an assassination

attempt was imminent

,

The three, Frank Mont ere, a former US rep-

resentative to the UN and now a Vice President of

the important Tishman Construction Corporation,

William X Schemman, a wealthy stock broker, and

Robert Gabor, identified only as an "international

labor expert," met with him in Gabor's house at 1

Colgate Road m Great Neck, Long Island Gabor

worked closely with Mboya during a several -year

stmt m Kenya as the director of a major CIA

from. Peace witn Freedom, Inc. When exposure was

threatened, Daniel Moi had Gabor thrown out of

Kenya (See "The CIA is an Equal Opportunity

Employer/' m the June Rampa rt s
. )

Gabor and Co offered to pay for a more pro-

fessional bodyguard at the time, but Mboya refused,

lie was more concerned, with finding money for an

election battle in 1970 As the middleman for US
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and British imperialism, he had enemies both on

the right and the left.
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Casablanca Revisited

last year, and expected to control 25% of the

"free world" market by 1974.

NEO- IMPERIALISM IN GHANA

by Africa Research Group

by Africa Research Group

LIBERATION News Service

U.S, News and World Report instructs us

to "mark Morocco as a place to watch for a grow-

ing number of ventures for U.S. bankers and busi-

nessmen." Capital involved is relatively small to

date, but Morocco plans to bring m $450 million

in foreign investment in 1972,

Bank of America, New York's First National

City, and an affiliate of Continental Illinois

National Bank 5 Trust now have branches in Casa-

blanca. . . King Ranch of Texas is setting up

a cattle ranch. . . Holiday Inns has a hotel at

Marakesh, two under construction at Fez and Casa-

blanca and one planned for Tangiers . Other

U.S. concerns are involved m oil drilling, pharma-

ceuticals, food packing, seed grains, and chickens.

But the imperialist promises of bringing

increased prosperity to the Moroccans are not

going down. According to a recent survey of Amer-

ican popularity in Africa by Drew Pearson, anti-

U,S. feeling is at an all-time high in Africa,

and Morocco is one of the places where our country

is least popular.

-30-
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AFRICA'S RESOURCES- -FOR WHOM?
by Africa Research Group

LIBERATION News Service

Forecasts that the non communist wo rid will

need to find more than 1 million tons of new

uranium by 1980 have sparked a prospecting binge

in Africa, Developments so far: Prospecting

begun in Malawi, Uganda, Nigeria, Kenya, Mozam-

bique, Congo, Ethiopia, Senegal, and Upper

Volta. . , Deposits just found in Somalia, and

the concessions are owned not by Somalia, of

course, but by U.S , Italian, and West German

firms. , . France has taken control of deposits

in her former colonies Gabon, Central African Repub-

lic, and Niger . . . South African output up 20%

Page 9 LIBERA II ON News Sergio
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Kaiser Aluminum and Reynolds Metals Corpora-

tions, supposedly engaged in sharp competitions,

have showed themselves a happy monopoly-family

in Ghana. Under the benevolent -to-Ameri can-

business dictatorship of Brigadier General Akwasi

Amankwaa Afrifa they have just announced plans to

expand the capacity of the smelter at a cost of

$24 million

.

General Afrifa is a classic example of a

neo-imperialist African elite. Descendant of a

long line of Ashanti chiefs, he was sent to a

Presbyterian missionary school, then won a schol-

arship to college, decided to become a priest--

only to be seduced away by Officers' Training

School He then went to Sandhurst, England's

West Point, where Britain's military agents are

trained, and which Afrifa calls "one of the great

-

esi institutions m the world."

He first served in the Congo in 1960; he says

that the thought of a coup against Nkrumah first

occurred to him immediately upon his return to Ghana

in 1962, but that he lacked the nerve then (his own

words)

.

Under Nkrumah' s regime he registered his

protest by refusing to discuss politics with any-

one and refusing to read the Ghaman newspapers!

When another General suggested a coup to him

in February 1966 he agreed immediately, after

having known the man only several hours. His

classical education, says the Ghana Embassy's

information service, enabled him to draw up a plan

for the coup using Greek letters as his code.

Afnfa's junta, with its wonderfully double-

think name, "National Liberation Council" (NLC)

,

has now revealed its true nature after several

months of prating about democratic principles;

Two months after scheduling elections for Aug. 29

and permitting the formation of opposition politi-

cal parties, the NLC has banned the People's Pro-

giessiv u Par t y and de cl ared its 68 founding membe r

s

l# 182) July 3 1 ,
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ineligible for public office. The "evidence”

collected by the NLC revealed Communist "plans"

to infiltrate and take control of the Party; the

Party itself was not charged with leftist views,

but was considered merely the dupe of the Commu-

nists ,

-30-
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THE SHOW MUST GO ON: SOUTH AFRICAN

TIDBITS

by Africa Research Group
LIBERATION News Service

Since 1963, Frank Sinatra, Jin, has performed

together with Lottie Jones, a black singer* For

a three-week supper-club tour of Southern

Africa in June, however, he obligingly went

without her so as to comply with apartheid regula-

tions n

"It was very sad leaving her behind for the

first time," he said, "But we must abide by the

laws of the country,"

Meanwhile South African police have begun

parachuting German Shepherds trained as killers

into areas where freedom fighters are suspected--

areas occupied exclusively by blacks, of course.

Several children have been reported killed by

the dogs*

And when the Chinese learned the radio

frequencies used for air-to ground relays on

the first Gemini flights and allegedly disrupted

them during launching and splashdown, NASA offi-

cials solved the^/^y^ re-routing the circuit

through Johannesburg,

On their recent visit to Canton, Ohio,

the South African Ambassador and Mrs* Harold L t

T* Taswell were given the key to the city by

Mayor Stanley A„ Crich. The gesture was undoubt-

edly only a small part of the hospitality gra-

ciously arranged for them by their host, Felix

N. Mansager, President and Chairman of the Hoover

Co, (vacuum cleaners) of Canton, which also oper-

ates a plant in Johannesburg.

-30-
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IJ.S, MISSIONARY IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
RAPS ABOUT ANTI-AMERICANISM

by David B. Rivers
LIBERATION News Service

(Editor's Note: The writer, his wife and

children are now at San Pedro de Macoris, Dominican

Republic, where he is rector of San Esteban

church
.

)

I've been trying to write this for some time,

but I have had my troubles with it. The subject is

anti-Americanism down here. The trouble is that I

find myself feeling that I should try to defend

my own country, I agree with the anti-Americanism

or at least understand it, but at the same time

I'm very uncomfortable with the fact that I am one

of the targets for it.

The American intervention in the revolution

of 1965 may be past and forgotten in the U.S., but

here there are demonstrations, special masses for

those who were killed, special articles in the

paper condemning the aggression, and openly ex-

pressed fears that the U.S. will do it again.

One of the articles states that the American ex-

planation for the intervention--to prevent a

Coimmnist take-over--was the same line Trujillo

used to justify murdering his enemies. So the

Dominican Republic remembers 1965 and also the

American occupation of 1916-24.

In 1963 the legally elected and quite pop-

ular government of Juan Bosch was overthrown by

rightist forces; when in 1965 these people tried

to restore Bosch through another coup d'etat,

the marines came in once more.

Here and in Mexico, American involvement

is just as close as your nearest bank, where there

are always two army soldiers protecting it,

dressed in U.S, uniforms. Or here one can look

at the Dominican Navy's destroyer escort-com-

pliments of the U.S, --which never leaves the harbor

There are army posts in every city and fully

armed patrols appear in the streets with regular-

ity,, From time to time the paper shows pictures

of officers being sent to the U,S. to study riot

control tactics.

I don’t know what is "just"; I don't know

if there would be complete anarchy without all

these American trained and American equipped troops
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I do know that here and in most Latin American

countries, the U.S. has created very powerful

armies and that these armies are used as police

forces, and these armies have become directly--

through government take-overs --or indirectly--

in internal politics--a major if not the major

force in domestic politics. I do know that

all those groups calling for change regard the

U.S. government as perhaps their primary enemy-

-

and there are lots of people here who want a

change

,

-30-
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DICTATORSHIP IN URUGUAY

HAVANA (LNS)-- Radio Havana commented

yesterday (July IS) that ,f the head of the Uruguayan

regime, Jorge Pacheco Areco, is continuing his

escalation toward total dictatorship (without

restraints of any kind.)”

Referring to the fact that m the last few

days repression against the press had increased,

the Cuban radio program said that the reports

from Montevideo announced that three journalists

of the weekly "Marcha," Carlos M, Gutierrez,

Daniel Wakaman and Pedro Skaron, had been

arrested.

Two weeklies, "Marcha” and "izquierda,"

were closed down by the regime and were accused

of violating the "emergency security measures”

recently re-imposed by the government.

With the implementation of these measures,

the Cuban radio program said, Pacheco Aieco

"not only represses the worker and student move-

ments, but he is also censoring the press and

preventing the publication of news about the

resistance of the Uruguayan people

-30-

URUGUAY: A U.S. COLONY

by Prensa Latina

MONTEVIDEO (LNS)-- Under the economic

policy imposed by the international monetary

fund, Uruguay has become a colonial source of

taxes for the United States and the sub imperial-

ism of our large neighbors, said the last editor

ial of the weekly "lzquierdo” (Left), which has

been shut down.

The article, called "Peace in the Jails,

by Eduardo Galcano, editor of the socialist-

oriented weekly, was one of the reasons used by

the government to shut down the publication.

In his analysis of the situation in Uruguay,

Galeano said that there were similarities between

the present government of Pacheco Areco and the

dictatorship of Gabriel Terra (from 1931 to 1936),

and said that coincidences "abound and increase.

This was evident 1 as t year and now is right before

our eyes. The security measures are not excep-

tional: the country lives in a state of siege,"

-30-

ZAPPING URUGUAYAN COPS

Montevideo (LNS) - Armed anti -government

rebels are continually on the move throughout Uru-

guay, according to a recent dispatch from Prensa

Latina, the Cuban news agency. The Uruguayan

Minister of the Interior announced recently that

several policemen had been shot at. A cop car

disappeared, and leftists announced that they

had captured several police outposts, and had

made off with the arms and uniforms.

-30-
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THE RETURN Of THE FORGOTTEN MEAL

NEW YORK (LNS) •• -The same people who brought

you the frozen TV dinner (symbol of unaesthetic,

decadent plastic Amerika) are introducing a new

line of product s-- frozen breakfasts
Swanson’s campaign will herald "the return of

the forgotten meal," reports the N.Y Times

advertising column. "They will teil you all about

three hearty choi ces- -pancakes and sausage patties;

scrambled eggs, sausage patty and country style

fried potatoes and french toast and sausage patties.

They can be cooked xii 20 minutes without pre-

heating the oven .

"

(Do you know anyone who couldn’t whip together

a tasty old-fashioned home-made breakfast on their
own in about 10 minuter?)

”’We believe that breakfast is a meal in

transition,’ said Gerald E. Thomas, marketing
director of Campbell soup, the parent company

of Swanson. He suggests that housewives are in-

wardly upset that they’re not doing better by
their families on weekday mornings. ‘There has

been a great need since World War ll,‘ he

explained, 'to fill the guilt gap,’"
- 30 -
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(The following short items come to LNS
courtesy of Harry Ring, editor of The Militant.)

IT MAKES SENSE

Characteristics that lead a person to

criminal behavior may be the same as those

that bring success in business, reports a

Rutgers University sociologist. Studying

a group of convicts who became small busi-

nessmen they found a significantly lower

rate of failure than in the business com-

munity generally. (LNS)
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QUOTATIONS FROM MAYOR DALEY

"Gentlemen, get the thing straight

once and for all -- the policeman isn't

there to create disorder, the policeman

is there to preserve disorder."

"They have vilified me, they have cruci-

fiedme, yes, they have even criticized me."

"Together we must rise to ever higher

and higher platitudes."

"...for the enlightenment and edifi-

cation and hallucination of the alderman

from the 50th Ward." --from Quotations from

Mayor Daley by Peter Yessne. (LNS)

-30-

CHRISTIAN CHARITY

After serving 97 days of a two-year

sentence for tax evasion, a Catholic priest

was freed by a federal judge so that he

could return to his work at a boys' home.

The Rev. Robert Nikliborc had pleaded guilty

to failing to file return on $112, 000 in in-

come over a three-year period. The good

father owned a $75,000 home in Palm Springs,

where he was known as Robert Rand, and re-

garded by neighbors as a high- living busi-

nessman. In freeing him, the judge asked

how long a good man should be kept "out of

circulation "? (LNS)
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SOME NERVE!

Since 6,400 sheep died in Utah after

U.S. arsenal nerve gas escaped there, leaflets

have been turning up on car windows there

stating: "Caution. Travel in Utah may be

extremely harmful to your health." The

governor declared: "This is obviously

someone or some group distorting the facts

to carry forward an attack on the morality

of nerve gas testing even at the expense of

the economy of the state." Next thing,

they'll be putting human life before profits.

-30- (LNS)

PROGRESS IS REMOVING A FIG LEAF

The ForestLawn Cemetery chain, ("The

American Way of Death") in California is

removing the fig leaves it added to its var-

ious copies of Michelangelo's statue, "David."

The leaves were originally in deference to

public opinion, a spokesman said, but that

has now changed. They did receive one irate

call from a woman who said removal of the

leaves was playing into the hands of commun-

ism, but this was a minority response. The

decision to get rid of the fig leaves was in

keeping with the Forest Lawn principle of

getting cemeteries away from the "grave-

yard image." Also, a spokesman noted, it

saves the cost of replacing the fig leaves

which visitors sometimes lift. (LNS)
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CLASS ANALYSIS AND SOFT COVER PORNOGRAPHY

South African censors banned the paper-

back edition of Five Girls , a volume of

photographic nude studies. The hard cover

edition is still in circulation. A book

dealer explained, "The type of person wht>

buys the soft cover edition is more likely

to be corrupted." (LNS)

-30-

WONDER WHY

The annual convention of the American

Medical Association (AMA) recommended firm

opposition to government audits of doctors'

offices involved in tax-supported medical
,

programs .
(LNS)
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MODERN TIMES
Los Angeles school children will be

excused from gym and other strenuous activ-

ities on especially smoggy days so they don't

breathe in too deeply. (LNS)
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WIDOW OF VIETNAMESE MARTYR TO VISIT CUBA

HANOI (LNS) -- Phan Thi Guyen, one of the

thousands of Vietnamese women widowed by the

American army, will visit Cuba soon as a

member of a delegation of Vietnamese her-

oines, according to Prensa Latina.

Phan Thi Guyen 's husband, the famed

Nguyen Van Trei, was executed by the

Saigon regime after his attempted assassin-

ation of Robert MacNamara. MacNamara, then

Secretary of Defense, was in Vietnam to

deal with Diem.

Van Trei was shot on October 16, 1964.

Since that date, Phan Thi Guyen has lived

and fought in the combat zone with her bro-

thers and sisters.

-30-
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ities for local private enterprise in dev-

eloping countries -- on farms as well as in

commerce and industry." To facilitate the

role of U.S. business in Latin America (and

other Third World countries), Nixon has pro-

posed the establishment within AID of an

Overseas Private Investment Corporation "to

provide businesslike management of investment

incentives now in our laws so as to contribute

to the economic and social progress of devel-

oping nations .

"

Nixon has picked a good man in one John

Hanna to carry out AID'S new plans. Dr.

Hanna was a long-time president of Michigan

State University (formerly the Michigan Agri-

cultural College), which kept him in close con-

tact with the agribusiness industry. During

Hanna's presidency, MSU fronted for the CIA

in the training and equipping of former South

Vietnamese President Diem’s police forces.

The appointment of Hanna will most probably re-

sult in an increased amount of research and

technical assistance being carried out by univ-

ersities.
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(The following items are prepared regular-

ly for LNS by the North American Congress

on Latin America, Box 57, Cathedral Station,

New York, N.Y. 10025. They may be used

selectively as short items or combined in a

single column.)

NIXON'S AID PROGRAM IN

LATIN AMERICA

by NACLA/LNS

U.S. aid to Latin America apparently

will become even more overtly imperialistic

under President Nixon than it has previous-

ly been. There will also be a big push

through the Agency for International Devel-

opment (AID) to build US. agribusiness in

Latin America.

In a recent foreign aid message to

DIPLOMACY OVER PERU

by NACLA/LNS

The U-S. State Department has lifted the

ban on credit sales of arms to Peru and Ecua-

dor. (It was the disclosure of this ban which

provoked the Peruvians to reject their sched-

uled Rockefeller visit.)

This new development is apparently part of

a "package" diplomatic deal which involves

talks with Ecuador, Peru and Chile over fish.

Since 1952, these three nations have claimed

sovereignty 200 miles out to sea in an attempt

to prevent major fishing nations from pre-

empting the rich fishing waters off their shores.

The United States does not recognize Latin

sovereignty for fishing purposes.

Congress, Nixon called on AID "to direct a

growing part of its capital, technical and

U.S. tuna boats have repeatedly been

seized and released only after paying heavy

fines. August Felando, general manager of the

“82) JuTy
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American Tunaboat Association of San Diego,

testified before Congress that 78 tuna clip-

pers had been seized since January 1961 and

had been fined $737,266. In additi on, loss

of income was put at $642,761.

The U.S. fishing industry, as might

be expected, is eager to work out some solu-

tion under which the four nations would ’’agree

to disagree” over the 200 mile line, with a

cessation of harassment. The talks, which

are to be held in Buenos Aires, will be an

exercise in Diplomatic Doublethink. The issue

of territorial limits won't be raised, but

some kind of temporary easing of tensions is

expected.

Other events in Peru. .. .The Peruvian

land reform has been commended for its bold-

ness by many countries, including Cuba. The

new law is unique for Latin America in sev-

eral ways: 1) it tackles highly influential

estates; 2) compensation will be based on

the proprietor’s past declared value of the

estate for tax purposes; and 3) there is a

relatively low proportion of cash involved

in the compensation - government bonds will

be used instead. e .

The telephone monopoly in Peru -- Com-

pania Peruana de Telefonos (CPT) -- which

is a subsidiary of International Telephone

ahd Telegraph, is in the process of being

nationalized. Last week, the government re-

fused CPT’s request for higher tariffs and

accused the company of unjustifiable over-

spending in the past two years on expense ac-

counts and public relations to the tune of $2

million. ITST stated that it would reinvest

a large part of the forthcoming compensation

in building hotels..,.

The Finance Minister of Peru has been in

New York talking with officials of Manufac-

turer’s Hanover Trust about financing the

Peruvian foreign debt.
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bring the war home! Chicago- October 11

STOPPING CUBA'S TUN MILLION TONS

by NACLA/LNS

Barring a full-scale invasion -- which

seems unlikely at the moment -- the United

States may try to undermine Cuba’s Revolution-

ary economic goals by stepping up covert sub

version , With the Revolution's honor staked

on producing ten million tons of sugar, the

CIA might try anything to disrupt the harvest.

According to the head of the Cuban fire

department, sabotage last year caused one

million pesos worth of damage in Camaguey

Province alone. While this problem has sub-

sided through the years, the influx of agents

and supplies (shipped in by boat from CIA

bases off Florida) could easily be accelerated.

Far more dangerous weapons -- chemical

and biological agents -- are also available.

In The Washington Post (June 29, 1969), Sey-

mour Hersh, author of an authoritative book

on chemical biological warfare, reported that

the U. S . "came closest to actual use of bio-

logical warfare against an enemy” during the

1962 Cuban missle crisis.

"...the Kennedy Administration was fran-

tically seeking ways of punishing Cuba

without resorting to bombing.

"The Chemical Corps was assigned the job

of finding a biological agent that would

be capable of destroying rhe Cuban sugar

cane crop. At the time, the United States

had vast stores of dried antifood biolo-

gical rusts and blights (one source said

as much as 10,000 pounds of anti food

b iologicals were stockpiled then), but

none would work against sugar cane.

"The Chemical Corps was given a month to

come up with an effective agent, but

could not. The program was dropped, much

to the disappointment of the Chemical

Corps, which had prepared elaborate

logistical plans for spraying the agent

over Cuba."

Since 1962 the right agent may ha/e been

perfected and its deployment might well be

under consideration. In any case, whatever

plans the U.S, government may have, the Cu-

bans have taken extraordinary precautions

to protect their country and arc well aware

of the dangers of overt as well as covert
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***********************************************

ARGENTINA: ASSASSINATION LEADS TO

JAILINGS

by NACLA

LIBERATION News Service

In the wake of Rockefeller's visit to Argen-

tina in late June, a major labor leader, Augus-

to Timoteo Vandor, was assassinated by unidenti-

fied men

.

Vandor was the principal spokesman of the

"participacionista" General Labor Confederation

(CGT)
, that came in collision with the ruling

regime

.

Immediately following, the Ongania govern-

ment imposed a state of seige, proceeded to

jail Raimundo Ongaro (leader of the rebel CGT)

"for his own personal security" and arrested

hundreds of opposition labor and student lead-

ers, including 14 radical lawyers.

It is apparent that the arrests were made

under the excuse of Vandor f s assassination, and

in an effort to undermine a general strike

called by the CGT.

Meanwhile, a "Society for the Defense of

Tradition, Family and Property"--a right wing

Nazi-oriented group--has been attacking the

radical elements in the Catholic church, with

government approval.

In the face of mounting opposition, Gen.

Francisco Imaz, new Minister of Interior, de-

clared in early Juily that "henceforth there

will be no indulgence for those who disturb

the order and security of the country" and call-

ed for "total support of the Church (i.e., the

conservative established Church) --without des-

ertions ."

- 30 -

if*********************************************

REPRESSION IN BRAZIL

by NACLA

LIBERATION News Service

The recent visits to Brazil of Gov. Rocke-

feller and Premier Caetano of Portugal point

out the enormity of Brazilian repression and

the neo-colonialist direction of dictator Costa

e Silva's junta.

Repression was accelerated with the clos-

ing of Congress and rule by decree last Decem-

ber, the heavy censorship of the press, the "re-

tirement" of 91 professors from the University

of Sao Paulo (including the president of the

university and several department heads) and the

continual suspensions of radical students.

Before Rockefeller arrived, hundreds of

political suspects were rounded up, making pos-

sible one of Rockefeller's warmest and friendli-

est receptions (perhaps rivaled only by the warm

embraces of the "people" of Paraguay and Haiti

i.e., of Stroessner and Duvalier).

Even more significant than Rockefeller's

visit were the subtle maneuvers of Caetano, whose

regime has been hailed for its moderate and

liberalizing trend. His language is smooth and

euphemistic, containing sops for all sides.

The real aim of his mission, however, was
i

very concrete. Behind the talk of the expansion

of trade, exchanges of books and professors and

concessions on taxes, was Portugal's effort to

get material aid and support for the suppression

of liberation struggles in Angola, Mozambique

and Portuguese Guinea.

Caetano has a very sophisticated neo- colo-

nialist approach which sees Brazil and Portu-

gal sharing a common mission and needing each

other to achieve it. He expressed his purpose

clearT : "Brazil’s interest can only be that

Portuguese holdings be conserved, defended and

benefitted, because the loss of them will be a

common loss..."

Although Brazil did not publicly commit

herself to Gaetano's goals, the increased trade

and economic exchange agreed upon portend in-

creased tension between U.S. and Portuguese

economic interests and greater penetration of

Brazil. Succeeding events could lead to tighter

political-military agreements of the type Cae-

tano envisions.
- 30 -
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GUERRILLAS MOVE IN BOLIVIA

by NACLA

LIBERATION News Service

Guerrilla activity has picked up in Boli 1-

via, indicating the existence of survivors of

Che's troops. In Cochabamba, a woman identi-

fied as Maya, a runner for the guerrillas, and

a man claiming to be a member of the Ejercito

de Liberacion Nacional (ELN) ,
the guerrilla

group led by Inti Peredo (Che's former lieuten-

ant), opened fire on police who were raiding

a farm. Reports that Peredo had been captured

by Bolivian troops during this clash were sub-

sequently denied by the Interior Minister, who

blamed the rumor on the confusion resulting

from the fighting.

In Santa Cruz, the murder of Honorato

Rojas, a member of Che's group who defected to

the government and led an ambush which resulted

in the death of guerrilla leader "Joaquin," has

been interpreted by some military authorities as

an act of revenge by the guerrillas. This has

created a split between the commmander-in-

chief (General Ovando Candia) who denies the

existence of the guerrillas, and President

Siles, who admits that there are signs of "Cas-

troite adventure" in Bolivia.

To further aggravate the situation, the

military has increased its control of the min-

ing regions of Catavi and Siglo XX. Many labor

leaders are reported to be imprisoned. Travel

to and from the areas is restricted to Bolivi-

ans with officially approved business. Policies

of the state mining enterprise, the Corporacion

Minera Bolivians, also have come under attack.

Students in La Paz have called for the immediate

withdrawl of troops from the mining area and

tensions both in the urban and rural sectors

have been heightened.

Also in La Paz, Antonio Arguedas, former

Bolivian Minister of Interior, took asylum in

the Mexican Embassy on July 9, shortly after

leaving a local hospital. He was recovering

from wounds suffered during an assassination

tion attempt. Arguedas has repeatedly charged

the CIA with influencing the present government

against him. Before and during the attempts on

his life, he was on trial for sending Che's Bol-

livian campaign diary to Cuba. During the pro-

ceedings, Arguedas has exposed the operations

of the CIA within the Ministry of Interior and

in the politics of the country.

-30-

************************************************

NARCS TEAM UP WITH CHEMISTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. (LNS)--The nation's top

cop, Attorney General John N. Mitchell recently

announced a new plan to place modem chemical

science at the disposal of his team of narcos.

Under the plan, five federally-operated

laboratories have been set up to aid state

and local police in analyzing drugs obtained

on the "illicit market."

John E. Ingersoll, director of the Bureau

of Narcotics and. Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) , said

that the laboratories would have the latest

equipment and would be staffed by "scientists

especially qualified to analyze the multitude

of dangerous drugs and substances submitted

by agents of the Bureau" and other cops . He

added that "bureau chemists are available for

testimony in criminal prosecutions related to

narcotic and drug cases."

The laboratory system will be under the

direction of John W. Gunn, Jr., a chemist and

former FBI agent.

The chemo-narcos already have their own

publication, a bi-monthly called Microgram,

which contains "scientific" data of particular

value to police chemists.

The BNDD narc lab serving the readers of

the is located at

If you want to tell the chief chemistj

Lwhat you think of him, you can aall

him at .

[Note to editors: fill in the blanks in the

final paragraph by selecting the correct infor-

mation on the following page.1 —
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New York, N.Y. (New England States, New York,

Chief New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware)

chemist, Anthony Romano

BNDD Regional Laboratory

Room 1304

90 Church Street

New York, New York 10027

Telephone: 212-264-6901

Washington, D.C. (Maryland, West Virginia, Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ge- •

orgia, Florida, Puerto Rico)

Chief Chemist, Jack Rosenstein

BNDD Regional Laboratory

1405 Eye Street, NW

Washington, D.C. 20537

Telephone: 312 353-3640

Chicago, 111. (N.D., S.D., Neb., Ka., Minn.,-

Iowa, Mo., Wis
. , Mich., 111., Ohio, Ind.-

Ky.)

Chief Chemist, Jerry Nelson

BNDD Regional Laboratory

Room 725, New Post Office Building

433 West Van Buren Street

Chicago, Illinois 60607

Telephone: 312 353-3640

Dallas, Texas (Okla., Tex., Ark,, Miss., La.,-

Tenn., Ala.)

Chief Chemist, James Kluchholn

BNDD Regional Laboratory

Room 023

1114 Commerce Street

Dallas, Texas 75202

Telephone: 214 749-33188

San Francisco, Cal. (Wash., Ore,, Mont., Idaho-

Wyo„, Cal., Nev., Utah, Colo,, Ariz., N.-

M. ,
Hawaii , Alaska)

BNDD Regional Laboratory

450 Golden Gate Avenue

Box 36075, Room 8450

San Francisco, California 94102

Telephone: 415 556-0952 - 30 -
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LIBERATION News Servic

FEELING THE SQUEEZE

LIBERATION News Service

HANOI (LNS) -- According to a recent dis-

patch from Prensa Latina, the Vice President of

the Saigon puppet regime, General Cao Ky, ad-

vised the head of the regime, General Thieu, to

withdraw the Saigon delegation from the Paris talks

Ky recommended that this be done if North

Vietnam and the Provisional Revolutionary Govern-

ment of the South refuse to accept the plan for

"free elections" recently formulated by Thieu.

In a speech given by Ky at a military academy--

his first public appearance since March--he

attacked the Unitca States.

"Their money will not make us kneel down

to them. Nor will it make us listen to them

or fear them, "he said. He added that he has

no faith in U.S. support of Saigon's armed

forces

.

On "de-Americanization"he said that U.S.

Armed Forces would take too long tc instruct

Saigonese troops. Ky also stated that it was

an American error not to bomb Hanoi and Hai-

phong more intensely and to suppose that

the Cambodian port of Sihanoukville is inviol-

able .

"We have many problems before us today,

but we will survive," concluded the number

two man in the puppet government.

* •kkic-k1cie-k1;'k'k-i:i<*-k'k1r4c-)c4(lcje-k-k-ie-k mk*:-k* ,kTk'k'kX*e‘k k'k’k'k'k'kJc-k'k

PRINTER RESISTS SQUEEZE

LIBERATION News Service

PQRT WASHINGTON, Wise. (LNS) --The pub-

lishing firm which prints the Milwaukee Kaleid-

oscope, the Chicago Seed and the Stephens

Point (Wise.) Counterpoint is under pressure

to stop printing the papers.

The head of the firm, William F. Schanen,

Jr,, has so far affirmed that he will not

yield to pressure. "Kaleidoscope is a newspaper

of journalistic and literary merit," he said.

(Kaleidoscope, whxch circulates locally, is the

mam so u rc e o f disco ri tent )
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Specifically, eight firms have notified Port

Publications, Schanen's firm, that they would

discontinue advertising in three commercial

weeklies published by the firm.

A campaign to persuade businessmen to

withdraw their ads was begun by Benjamin Grob

,

68, president of Grob Inc., manufacturer of

machine tools. Grob is a member of the Christ-

ian Anti -Communism Crusade.

William F. Schanen III, 27, said that the

objections to the papers--particularly the

Kaleidoscope--were due to the paper's 'poli-

tical implications."

Letters of support can be sent to the

Schanens at Port Publications, Port Washington,

Wise.

-30-

***********************************************

TEAR GAS REMEDY

by

Radical Science Information Service

LIBERATION News Service

CHICAGO (LNS) --Partner Industries of

America, Inc. ,
is producing a new tear gas

'antidote' (TGA) --really just a souped up eye-

wash. It containsan "anti-histamine (2-di--

pheny Imethoxy-N ,
N-dimethylamine) ,and ibenz--

alkonium, a germicide. The stuff also contains

a protein [perhaps egg lecithin) to make it

more soothing.

The Medical Committee for Human Rights

suggests an eyewash of boric acid (three parts

water to one of boric acid) , or Murine (which

is very diluted hydpo chloric acid), or just

water if nothing else is available. For the

face, they suggest first sponging with mineral

oil, then with rubbing alcohol, and finally

with water.

You might simply carry Solarcaine cream

with you;this has helped kill pain temporarily,

and will not hurt the eyes. Hone fully, a more

effective general purpose remetry will be avail-

able soon

-30-

*********-******•'**•*****•***********-**************

MC-5 MANAGER SENTENCED

FOR POSSESSION: TEN YEARS

LIBERATION News Service

DETROIT, Mich. (LNS) --John Sinclair, the

main mover of the Ann-Arbor-based Trans-Love-

Energies and business manager of the MC-5 rock

group, has been sentenced to a ten year jail

term for possession of grass, a "crime" he was

charged with in 1966.

Possession carries a penalty of five

years imprisonment for each count; Sinclair

was found guilty of possessing two joints.

He is appealing the conviction and the

sentence, of course, but a major significant

hitch came up in the appeal process --the judge

has denied him appeal bond. "He has not

rehabilitated himself," claimed His Honor, so

Sinclair will not be freed on bail.

He can appeal the refusal of bond itself,

but any appeal lasts months on end, if not

years. Thus, Sinclair is effectively being

placed in "preventive detention." and he may

stay in jail for quite a while during his

appeals

.

-30-

************************************************

HOW YOU GONNA KEEP THEM DOWN IN THE FACTORY?

WASHINGTON, D.C. (LNS)--Young men and

women are quitting factory jobs these days at

a rate higher than any point since the Korean

war. The quitting rate in May was 29 per

1000 workers--the highest level since July 1953.

Hiring increased less than seasonally expected

and lay-offs inched up slightly, according to

a report from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

-30-

********** *************************************

SAMPLES

(FRED/LNS) --The Army likes big "samples."

For example, these "developmental samples" of

nerve gas which the military wanted to dump

at sea totaled 21,000 cluster bombs full of

liquid gas. Gas which takes twenty to thirty

months to detoxify itself.

-30-
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NIXON IN ASIA: MAINTAINING THE AMERICAN EMPIRE

BY Ralph Greenspan
LIBERATION News Service

President Nixon set out for Southeast Asia

on July 26 in an effort to maintain imperial

relationships without making more costly mis-

takes like Vietnam* The Philippines, Indonesia,

and Thailand are among the remaining supports of

U.S. dominance in Southeast Asia, and Nixon is

trying to make sure they stay that way* His

alleged desire to ’’lessen the role of the U.S*

in Asia” is a desire to suppress liberation move-

ments within these countries, particularly Thai-

land, with the unsightly presence of 500,000

American troops.

The Philippines is the least of Nixon’s

worries, but that is more an indication of the

threat he faces in the other two, than of the

willingness of the Filipinos to place their

heads under America’s shoe*

The Huk liberation movement following World

War II was suppressed with the aid of American

planes, weapons and advisers.

Operating in the Central Luzon province

to the north of Manila, the Hukbalahaps }iad been

instrumental in the defeat of the Japanese. At

the end of the war, they began building a strong

guerrilla force to fight for socialism* For

the next five years, until 1951, they staged

attacks on government patrols and installations

gaining considerable support in the Central

Luzon region* The Huks were defeated only after

the U.S* armed the Filipino government for a

massive campaign against them, and when they be-

gan operating militarily outside of the peri-

meter of their political support*

Isolated incidents of Huk action still go

on in the Philippines* In 1965, The New York

Times reported an attack on a government patrol

in Bulacan province, formerly Hukbalahap terri-

tory. On July 26, 1969, the day before Nixon’s

arrival in Manila, a Huk was reported killed by

police near the hotel where Nixon was to meet

with opposition leaders in the Filipino govern-

ment .

Apart from Huk action, there are other signs

of the weakness of President Ferdinand E.

Marcos’ hold on the people of his country.

Nixon’s arrival was met with demonstrations

protesting the Vietnam war and U.S. presence in

Asia. The crowds that greeted Nixon were or-

dered by the government to participate in the

welcoming demonstration in exchange for a day

off the next day*

The government commands so little support

that at election time voters must be herded to thp

polls, and sometimes they must be paid as much

as $10 to vote

.

The tactic of supplying a government with

planes and advisors to enable it to suppress an

internal liberation movement is one which Nixon

would probably like to see used throughout Asia.

This approach maintains U.S. power without the

kind of loss of face or men incurred by the Viet-

nam war.

America is even more pleased with the way

that Indonesia dealt with its Communist Party.

The Indonesian Communist Party numbered 3 mil-

lion in 1964, out of a population of 100 million.

It was the largest Communist Party in a non-

Communist country. It influenced Sukarno to the

extent that he did not join the U.N* and he

maintained close relations with China*

In October 1965, several high ranking gen-

erals were assassinated, and it was interpreted

as a Communist plot to wipe out the leadership

of the country* Cooperating with the CIA, the

military, who wielded considerable power, un-

leashed a massive retaliation, murdering Commun-

ist leaders and setting loose local committees

throughout the country to wipe out Communists

and anyone even vaguely sympathetic with them*

Official government figures list 350,000 murdered

over a one year period, but the actual figure may

be as high as one million* Political purges are

frequent to the present day.

President Suharto, a general who seized

control after the massacre of the Communist Party,

brought his country into the U*N*, and opened the

way for U.S* business to move into Indonesia*

Suharto’s security is dependent on firm mil-

itary control of the country* No civilian opposi-
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tion is brooked, and fear of soldiers deserting

and turning against the government brings them

preferential treatment, arousing the resentment

of the people..

The demonstrators who gave Nixon such a

warm welcome m Jakarta were "obviously" re-

cruited, according to The New York Tunes But

Nixon is anxious to buy Indonesia's allegiance

,

and he assured Suharto that the U.S., which al-

ready provides him with over a third of the

country's total aid ($466 million a year), would

give him even more money.. The U S, would

like to see Indonesia continue in its ''policy"

towards Communists and it is prepared to help

them do it c The U,S. would probably like to

see every country in Asia pursue the Indonesian

policy toward Communists; it’s a cheap and sim-

ple way of expanding or holding the empire..

If the American grip on Indonesia is ten-

uous, then its grip on Thailand is seriously

slipping. The People’s Liberation (PLA) of the

Thai Communist Party — which has Chinese sup-

port -- is active in the northeastern and sout-

hern peninsula regions of Thailand. The popu-

larity of the Thai government is low, and Nixon

and the American interests he represents real-

ize that Thailand could become another Vietnam,

costly and damaging to American imperialism

In 1965 , the ILS„ sent helicopters and ad-

visors to help Thai government forces combat

insurgents in the northeast, In 1966, Peace

Corps volunteers, representatives of the U t S*

Information Agency, and members of the 809th

Engineer Battalion went to Thailand to set up

"civic action" programs in rural villages^

These programs consisted of the showing of pro-

American propaganda films to villagers, and the

construction of major roads through the country.

In very few cases did these roads link villages

with marker places, more often they linked

government troop installations with regions where

the PLA had been active

In 1967, the propaganda campaign was

stepped up with the deployment of eight iO-man

teams, coordinated by three CIA agents to

further the vi Hage_ "cjvjlc_ action" programs
PAGE ”20
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PLA actions increased, and they began making

direct attacks on government troops. In Feb-

ruary 1967, the Thai government announced plans

for a major campaign against the PLA and

launched it with the help of U.S. counter-

insurgency in the northeast region

Since June 1968, the PLA has staged eight

major attacks on government troops and outposts

in nine northern provinces and one southern

province, as well as almost daily attacks in

the northern province of Loei.. There was a raid

on the U S, air base in Ubon at the time of

Nixon's arrival in Bangkok.

Nixon has told Premier Thanom Kittikachorn

and other members of the Thai government that

the U , S will stand with them "against foes

from the outside and from within" -- short of

commiting ground troops as in Vietnam-

He clearly hopes to keep pro-American

governments in power in Southeast Asia merely by

giving them planes, arms and advisors (the old

Philippine formula). But he probably sees that

more is required in the case of Thailand (where

imperialism's grip is slipping), just as more

was thought to be required in Vietnam, His

hopes for Indonesia's ascendance as a pro-American

power in Southeast Asia may include plans for

Indonesia to come to the rescue of governments

like chat of Thailand by providing military aid

and troops, (Similar ideas are in play in Latin

America; an uprising in Uruguay could be put down

by military regimes in Brazil and Argentina.) So

if Indonesia lost a war in Thailand, America would

lose neither money ncr face.

However, the PLA of Thailand is getting

stronger every day, and Indonesia is still im-

poversished and internally divided

The mainstays of American control in Southeast

Asia are becoming less and less secure, Indica-

tions are that a war of liberation will soon

break out in full in Thailand. Popular discontent

is still strong in Indonesia, and is present,

though weaker, in the Philippines. U S efforts

to crush liberation movements in Southeast Asia

are failing If the US. is to lessen its role in

_ Asia ,
it wi U not be out of choice
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SEND IN GRAPHIC AND PHOTOS SEND IN GRAPHICS AND PHOTOS SEND IN GRAPHICS AND PHOTOS

DO IT!

TOP: cartoon please credit Tony Auth/LNS

BOTTOM: The bottoih of this page and the following three
pages are reproductions of the leaflet put out
by the National Office of SDS to propagandize
their national actions in Chicago on October 11

during the Conspiracy trials,,

This is page 2 0 (page 1 is on our cover.) There
is a total of eight pages to the leaflet. They
can be used to publicize the actions in the
papers

p
or you could even use them to design a

leaflet of your own* if you wanted to*



None

of

this

is

very

new.

The

cities
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been

falling

apart,

But
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and
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rich

the

schools
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been
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the

jobs
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and
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government
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unfulfilling

for

a

long

time.

the

courts,
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and

the

pig

stations

just

can't

cut

it
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*

Pages 3 and 4 of the SDS leaflet.

-2 LIBERATION News Service (#182) July 31, 1969 more . .
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Your guessed it! Pages 5 and 6 of the leaflet.

P-3 LIBERATION Jffcws Service (ff 182) July 31,1969 moremoremore
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Of course! these are pages 7 and 8 of the leaflet.

BRING THE WAR HOME BRING THE WAR HOME

P- LIBERATION News Service (#182) July 31, 1969
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JACKSON, MICH. (LNS) -- Sunday, July 13th, Creem Magazine
Michigan’s Rock $ Roll paper, and radio station WABX, Detroit’s
community radio, presented an unheard of event. Live at

southern Michigan's prison in Jackson, the first completely rock
show was presented to 3600 inmates. The Savage Grace, Wilson
Mower Pursuit and Third Power did two one and one-half hour
shows and had the audience jumping and otherwise screaming
their approval.

Dan Carlisle, WABX disc jockey and coordinator of the event,
wandered through the audience rapping with ’’detained” brothers
while Warden Crop and the guards looked on in stunned amaze-
ment as the inmates rapped with Dan about dope and rock § roll.

Creem and WABX have been invited to do it again and are planning
to bring the dangerous MC5, Mitch Ryder and several other groups
at the end of August.

top: Frenzied inmates of Jackson prison get down with some
dangerous rock n roll music.

bottom: Before entering the seldom seen inner sanctum of the
prison, some of the musicians are checked for artifacts
of our culture.

both photos please credit John Collier/LNS

P-5 LIBERATION News Service (#182) July 31, 1969 more
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Join

domestic
peace
corps

And help bring about domestic peace.

If you think you have integrity, if you think you
have a desire to help people, if you think you have the

strength and intelligence to solve some of the prob-
lems our cities are experiencing, join one of the nation’s

most progressive police departments. And find out if

you really have it. You also need two years of college

(some of our patrolmen have their Masters) and a lot

of courage. We have 40 tough jobs for 40 gentle

men. Starting salary: $782 per month.
To apply, write the Director of Personnel,

2100 Grove Street, Berkeley, CA 94704.

An equal opportunity employer.

/



The Berkeley cops sure have a way with words
*
don’t they?

Gives you confidence that dialog is a viable force for
social change,, right?
Credit for the liberation of this authentic recruitment
poster should be given to the Old Mole, There is now
one less career availahlee in the Career Counseling
Office of Northeastern University*

i please credit The Old Mole/LNS

To the right of the poster is an appropriate comment*

cartoon: please credit Rising Up Angry/LNS

-6 LIBERATION News Service (#182) July 31
v

1969 even more still*..





Military Chemical - Biological Warfare Bases

in the United States

Newport, Indiana (Army) - center for manufacture of chemical nerve agent VX

Rocky Mountain Arsenal (Army) - major chemical nerve gas stockpile since 1950;

stocks mostly GB, but some VX

Ecfgewood Arsenal (Army) - headquarters of national chemical warfare system

directs Rocky Mountain Arsenal and Pine Bluff, first base to test nerve

gas on humans

„

Fort Detrick (Army) - headquarters of national germ war research and manufacturing,

several deaths' fiave been caused by exposure to leth&l agents among base

personnel and community residents.

Pine Bluff Arsenal (Army) - center for mass production of biological agents.

Dugway Proving Grounds (Army) - one million acre testing station for chemical

and biological warfare agents, scene of "accident" killing 6400 sheep

last spring.

Eglin Air Force Base - center for Air Force CBW research and manufacturing.

China Lake, California (Navy) - center for Navy CBW research and manufacturing

Sandy Hook, N.J. (Army) - intended depot for shipments of nerve gas from the

Rocky Mountain Arsenal on -its,: way to disposal in the ocean; plans for

shipment were scrapped after national outcry ^
but at least one shipment

is ' reported to. have gotten through and may be sitting on a cargo ship

1$ miles from New York.

credits LNS

P-7 LIBERATION News Service (#182) July 31 1969 end of packet*,


